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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new concept named the 
uniform single valued neutrosophic graph. An illustrative examp-
le and some properties are examined. Next, we develop an algo-
rithmic approach for computing the complement of the single va-
lued neutrosophic graph. A numerical example is demonstrated 
for computing the complement of single valued neutrosophic 
graphs and uniform single valued neutrosophic graph. 
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1   Introduction 
In 1965, Zadeh [7] originally introduced the concept 
of fuzzy set(FSs) which is characterized by a membership 
degree in [0, 1] for each element in the dataset. It may not 
always be true that the degree of non-membership of an 
element in a fuzzy set is equal to 1 minus the truth- mem-
bership degree because there is some kind of hesitation 
degree. On the basis of fuzzy sets, Atanassov [4] added a 
non-membership in the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy 
sets (IFSs) and later Smarandache [2] introduced the neut-
rosophic sets (NSs) with the appearance of the truth-
membership degree (T), the falsehood-membership degree 
(F), and the indeterminacy degree (I).  Wang et al. [3] pro-
posed various set theoretical operators and linked to single 
valued neutrosophic sets The concept of neutrosophic sets 
have been successfully applied to many fields [16]. 
Fuzzy graph has been studied extensively in the past 
years [5,8,9]. Later on, Smarandache [1] proposed neutro-
sophic graphs in some special types such as neutrosophic 
offgraph, neutrosophic bipolar/tripolar/ multipolar graph. 
Presently, works on neutrosophic vertex-edge graphs and 
neutrosophic edge graphs are progressing rapidly. Broumi 
et al.[13] introduced certain types of single valued neutro-
sophic graphs ( in short SVNG) such as strong single va-
lued neutrosophic graph, constant single valued neutroso-
phic graph, complete single valued neutrosophic graph 
with their properties and examples. Neighborhood degree 
of a vertex and closed neighborhood degree of vertex in 
single valued neutrosophic graph were introduced in [15]. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for a single valued  
neutrosophic graph to be an isolated single valued 
neutrosophic graph has been presented in [10]. Other ex-
tensions of the neutrosophic graph have been described in 
[11,12, 14]. 
Up to now, to the best of our knowledge, there has 
been no study on the uniform single valued neutrosophic 
graph. Thus, we propose in this paper a new concept na-
med the uniform single valued neutrosophic graph. An il-
lustrative example and some properties are examined. Next, 
we develop an algorithmic approach for computing the 
complement of the single valued neutrosophic graph. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we present the basic definitions. In section 3, we 
introduce the concept of uniform single valued neutroso-
phic graph and investigate its properties. Section 4 introdu-
ces an algorithm for computing the complement of single 
valued neutrosophic graphs. A numerical example is pre-
sented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 outlines the conclu-
sion of this paper and suggests several directions for future 
research.  
2 Preliminaries 
 In this section, we have present the basic definitions 
of fuzzy sets, neutrosophic sets, single valued neutrosophic 
sets, fuzzy graphs, uniform fuzzy graphs, complement of 
single valued neutrosophic graph which will be useful to 
our main work in the next sections. 
Definition 1[1]. Let X be the universe of discourse 
and its elements denoted by x. In fuzzy theory, a fuzzy set 
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A of universe X is defined by the function , called
the membership function of set A. 
: →[0, 1]  (1) 
For any element x of universe X,  equals the
degree, between 0 and 1, to which x is an element of set A, 
This degree represents the membership value or degree of 
membership of element x in set  A. 
Definition 2[1]. Let X  be a space of points  and let x 
∈X. A neutrosophic set A in X is characterized by a truth
membership function T, an indeterminacy membership 
function I, and a falsehood membership function F which 
are real standard or nonstandard subsets of ]−0,1+[, and T, 
I, F: X→]−0,1+[. The neutrosophic set can be represented
as, 
A=	x, Tx, Ix, Fx: x ∈ X  (4) 
 There is no restriction on the sum of T, I, F, So 
−0 ≤Tx+ Ix+Fx≤ 3+.  (5) 
From philosophical point of view, the neutrosophic 
set takes the value from real standard or non-standard sub-
sets of ]−0,1+[. Thus it is necessary to take the interval [0,1] 
instead of ]−0,1+[. For practical applications, it is difficult 
to apply]−0,1+[ in the real life applications such as enginee-
ring and scientific problems. 
Definition 3[3]. Let X be a space of objects with ge-
neric elements in X denoted by x. A single valued neutro-
sophic set A (SVNS) is characterized by truth-membership 
function Tx , an indeterminate-membership functionIx , and a falsehood-membership function Fx . For
each point x in X, Tx, Ix, Fx∈[0, 1]. A SVNS A
can be written as, 
A=	x, Tx, Ix, Fx: x ∈ X  (6)
Definition 4 [5]. A fuzzy graph is a pair of functions 
G = (σ, µ) where σ is a fuzzy subset of a non empty set V
and 	μ is a symmetric fuzzy relation on σ. i.e  σ : V → [
0,1] and μ: VxV→[0,1] such that  μ(uv) ≤ σ(u) ⋀ σ(v)  for
all u, v ∈ V where uv denotes the edge between u and v 
and σ(u) ⋀ σ(v) denotes the minimum of σ(u) and σ(v). σ
is called the fuzzy vertex set of V and μ is called the fuzzy 
edge set of E. 
Fig.1. Fuzzy graph 
Remark: The crisp graph ∗ =  (V, E) is a special ca-
se of the fuzzy graph G with each vertex and edge of ( V, 
E) having degree of membership 1 (Fig. 1).
Definition5[6,8]. The complement of a fuzzy graph 
G = (σ, µ) is a fuzzy graph ̅  = (, μ ) where   =σ and
μ(u,v) = σ(u)∧σ(v)-µ(u,v), ∀ u,v ∈ V.
Definition 6[6,8]. Let G = (σ, µ) be a fuzzy graph on
a crisp graph ∗ = (V, E). Let σ∗={x∈ V	|	σ> 0}.Then
G is called a uniform fuzzy graph of level %if & (x,y) = %, ∀
(x,y) ∈  (σ∗ × σ∗ and σ  = %  where % isa positive real
such that  0 <%( ≤1.
Definition 7[15].Let G = (V, E) be a single valued 
neutrosophic graph, then the degree of a vertex	* is defi-
ned by +,	*=+,=(+- ,+. ,+/ ), +,	* =
∑ 2 	x, y456 , ∑ 72x, y, ∑ 72x, y		456456 .
Definition 8[15].Let G = (V, E) be a single valued 
neutrosophic graph, then the total degree of a vertex 	* is
defined by 8+,	* = +, =( 8+- , 8+. , 8+/ ),8+,	* = ∑ 2 	x, y456 + , ∑ 72x, y +4567, ∑ 72x, y + :		456 .
Definition 9[13]. Let G = (V, E) be a single valued 
neutrosophic graph, then the complement of single valued 
neutrosophic graph is defined as 
1. ;   =V
2. (x)=Tx,  7<	= 7, F(x	=Fx for all x∈V.
3.T=x, y=	min	ATx, TyB − 	T=x, y
I=< (x, y)=	max	AIx, IyB − I=x, yand
F=(x,y)=	max	A	Fx, FyB − F=x, y, for all x, y ∈ E
 Definition 10[13]. Let G = (V, E) be a single valued 
neutrosophic graph. If +,	*= (%(, %E, %F)  for all 	* ∈
V, then the single valued neutrosophic graph is called re-
gular SVNG of degree (%(, %E, %F)
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 Definition 11[13]. Let G = (V, E) be a single valued 
neutrosophic graph. If 8+,	*= (%(, %E, %F)  for all 	* ∈
V, then the single valued neutrosophic graph is called To-
tally regular SVNG of degree (%(, %E, %F)
III. Uniform Single Valued Neutrosophic Graph
In this section, we define the concept of uniform sing-
le valued neutrosophic graphs( in short USVNGs). 
Definition 8. Let G = (A, B) be a single valued neut-
rosophic graph where A =( , 7 , :) is a single valued
neutrosophic vertex of G and B is a single valued  neutro-
sophic edge set of G. Let A={x∈ V	|	> 0,7> 0
and : > 0}.Then G is called Uniform single valued
neutrosophic  graph of level (%( , %E , %F ) if 2  (x,y) =%(,7=%Eand :2(x,y) = %F∀ (x,y) ∈ (V× ;	and  =%(,7 = %Eand : = %F where %(, %Eand %F are some
positive real such that  0 <%(, %E, %F ≤1.
Example 1. Consider an USVNG G= (A,B) on 
V={G(,G(,GF,GH} as shown in Fig.2.
  Fig. 2. USVNG. 
Remark: The complement of an uniform single va-
lued neutrosophic graph is always an empty graph. 
Theorem1. If G = (A, B) is an uniform single valued 
neutrosophic graph of level (%(, %E, %F) then  G is a regu-
lar-USVNG. 
Proof. Let A={x ∈ V	|	 > 0, 7 > 0 and: > 0} . Suppose that G is a uniform single valued
neutrosophic graph. Then 2 (x, y) = %(,72 (x, y) = %E and:2 (x,y) = %F∀  (x,y) ∈  Eand K  = %( , 7K  = %E and:K = %F∀ z ∈ V for some real %(, %Eand %F where  0 
<%(, %E, %F ≤1.
Let  x ∈ V. Now +,=(+-,+., +/)
+, = L 2x, y456 ,L 72x, y,456 L :2x, y		456
=∑ %(456 , ∑ %E,456 ∑ %F456 )
=((n-1) %(, (n-1) %E, (n-1) %F)+,=((n-1) %(, (n-1) %E, (n-1) %F) ∀ x ∈ V
Therefore, G is regular uniform single valued neutro-
sophic graph. 
Theorem 2. If G = (A, B) is a uniform single valued 
neutrosophic graph of level (%(, %E, %F) then  G is a totally
regular- USVNG. 
Proof. Let A={x ∈ V	|	 > 0, 7 > 0 and: > 0} . Suppose that G is a uniform single valued
neutrosophic graph. Then 2 (x, y) = %( ,72 (x, y) = %E and:2 (x,y) = %F∀  (x,y) ∈  Eand K  = %(  , 7K  = %E  and:K = %F∀ z ∈ V for some real %(, %E and %F where  0 
<%(, %E, %F ≤1.Let  x ∈ V. Now,8+,=(+- + ,+. + 7,+/ + :)
8+, = L 2 	x, y + 456 ,L 72x, y456
+ 7,L :2 	x, y + :456 	
=∑ %(456  + %(, ∑ %E + %E,456 ∑ %F + %F456 )
=((n-1) %(+%(, (n-1) %E+%E, (n-1) %F+%F)8+,=(n%(, n %E, n %F) ∀ x ∈ V.
Therefore, G is totally-regular uniform single valued 
neutrosophic graph. 
Theorem 3. If G = (A, B) is a uniform single valued 
neutrosophic graph of level (%(, %E, %F) on ∗=(V, E), then
the order of  G is O(G)= (M%(, M%E,M%F).
Proof: Let A={x ∈ V	|	 > 0, 7 > 0 and: > 0} . Suppose that G is a uniform single valued
neutrosophic graph. Then 2 (x, y) = %( ,72 (x, y) = %E and:2 (x,y) = %F∀  (x,y) ∈  Eand K  = %(  , 7K  = %E  and:K = %F∀ z ∈ V for some real %(, %E and %F where  0 < %(, %E, %F ≤1.Let x ∈ V. NowO=(O-,O.,O/)
O = L 	x	4∈P ,L 7x,L Q	x	4∈P 	4∈P
=∑ %(4∈P , ∑ %E, ∑ %F4∈P4∈P )
Then,O=(n%(, n %E, n %F).
=∑ k(S∈T , ∑ kE, ∑ kFS∈TS∈T )
Then,O=(n%(, n %E, n %F).
Theorem 4.The uniform single valued neutrosophic 
graph is a generalization of uniform fuzzy graph.  
Proof: Straightforward. 
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IV. Computing Complement of Single Valued Neu-
trosophic Graph 
     In this section, we present in the last paper, a peudo-
code of an algorithm computing the complement of single 
valued neutrosophic graph. This algorithm has the ability 
of computing the complement of fuzzy graphs, strong in-
tuitionistic fuzzy   graphs, uniform fuzzy graphs and also 
uniform single valued neutrosophic graphs. 
The following flowchart demonstrates the algorithm 
to compute the complement operator is presented in 
Fig.3V.Numerical Example 
In this section, we present an example to compute the 
complements of the uniform single valued neutrosophic 
graph. Consider a graph in Fig.4. 
Fig. 4.A uniform single valued neutrosophic graph 
Using the above pseudo code, the output result for the 
complement of a uniform single valued neutrosophic graph 
is in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. The outputs 
 Example 2 Consider a fuzzy graph as shown in Fig.6 
     Fig. 6.Fuzzy graph 
Using the above pseudo code, the output result for the 
complement of fuzzy graph is as follows: 
Example 3 Consider  an uniform intuitionistic  fuzzy 
graph as shown in Fig.7 
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 Fig.7. Uniform Intuitionistic fuzzy graph 
Using the above pseudo code, the output result for the 
complement of uniform intuitionistic fuzzy graph is as fol-
lows 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new uniform single va-
lued neutrosophic graph and an algorithm for computing 
its complement. Some theorems of the uniform single va-
lued neutrosophic graph have been examined. The algo-
rithm in this research also enables us to compute the com-
plement of uniform single valued neutrosophic graph. In 
the future, we plan to extended this algorithm for compu-
ting the complement of others variants of single valued 
neutrosophic graphs. 
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 Appendix 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#define max 100 
typedef struct { 
float 
Truth_membership,Indterminate_membership,False_mem
bership; 
}fuzzy; 
fuzzy  
element[max][max],compliment[max][max];//element sto-
re the membership value of vertex.Compliment store the 
value of complimented graph. 
int vertex;//store total number of vertex. 
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float vertex_membership[max][6];//store membership va-
lue of vertex. 
void input() 
{ 
int i,origin,destiny;//origin & destiny store the no. of ver-
tex.And i for iteration. 
printf("Please enter no of vertex:"); 
scanf("%d",&vertex); 
for(i=0;i<vertex;i++) 
{ 
printf("Please enter (T,I,F)menbership values of 
vertex:"); 
scanf("%f%f%f",&vertex_membership[i][0],&ver
tex_membership[i][1],&vertex_membership[i][2]);//store 
the membership value of vertex 
if(vertex_membership[i][0]+vertex_membership[i
][1]+vertex_membership[i][2]>=3&&(vertex_membership
[i][0]<=3&&vertex_membership[i][1]&&vertex_members
hip[i][2])) 
{ 
printf("Error Invalid input\n"); 
i--; 
} 
} 
for(i=0;i<vertex*(vertex-1)/2;i++) 
{ 
printf("Please enter the edges (x to y):"); 
scanf("%d%d",&origin,&destiny); 
if(origin>vertex||destiny>vertex||origin<=0||destin
y<=0||destiny==origin) 
{ 
 printf("Error! Invalid input\n"); 
 i--; 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("Please enter (T,I,F)membership values of 
edge:"); 
scanf("%f%f%f",&element[origin-1][destiny-
1].Truth_membership,&element[origin-1][destiny-
1].Indterminate_membership,&element[origin-1][destiny-
1].False_membership);//store th membership value of ed-
ge. 
element[destiny-1][origin 
1].Truth_membership=element[origin-1][destiny-
1].Truth_membership;//store the truth-membership value 
of edge. 
element[destiny-1][origin-
1].Indterminate_membership=element[origin-1][destiny-
1].Indterminate_membership;//store the indterminate-
membership value of edge. 
element[destiny-1][origin-
1].False_membership=element[origin-1][destiny-
1].False_membership;//store the False-membership value 
of edge. 
if(element[origin-1][destiny-
1].Truth_membership+element[origin-1][destiny-
1].Indterminate_membership+element[origin-1][destiny-
1].False_membership>3)//store the membership value of 
edge. 
{ 
printf("Error! Invalid input\n"); 
i--; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
void output() 
{ 
int i,j; 
float maximum,minimum,maximuma; 
printf("The complement of Single valued neutro-
sophic graphs is:\n"); 
for(i=0;i<vertex;i++) 
{ 
for(j=0;j<vertex;j++) 
{ 
if(i==j) 
j++; 
if(vertex_membership[i][0]>vertex_membership[j][0]) 
minimum=vertex_membership[j][0];//find minimum value 
between two vertex. 
else 
minimum=vertex_membership[i][0];//find minimum value 
between two vertex. 
if(vertex_membership[i][1]>vertex_membership[j][1]) 
maximum=vertex_membership[i][1];//find maximum va-
lue between two vertex. 
else 
maximum=vertex_membership[j][1];//find maximum va-
lue between two vertex. 
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if(vertex_membership[i][2]>vertex_membership[j][2]) 
maximuma=vertex_membership[i][2];//find maximum va-
lue between two vertex. 
else 
maximuma=vertex_membership[j][2];//find maximum va-
lue between two vertex. 
compliment[i][j].Truth_membership=minimum-
element[i][j].Truth_membership;//calculating compliment. 
compliment[i][j].Indterminate_membership=maximum-
element[i][j].Indterminate_membership;//calculating 
compliment. 
compliment[i][j].False_membership=maximuma-
element[i][j].False_membership;//calculating compliment. 
} 
 } 
for(i=0;i<vertex-1;i++) 
{ 
for(j=0;j<vertex;j++) 
{ 
if(i==j) 
 j++; 
printf("%d - %d edge membership value= %f %f %f 
\n",i+1,j+1,compliment[i][j].Truth_membership,complime
nt[i][j].Indterminate_membership,compliment[i][j].False_
membership);//printing complimented graph. 
} 
} 
} 
void main() 
{ 
input(); 
output(); 
getch(); 
 } 
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